Customized Cabin Stowage

If cabin stowage space is hard to find, try our customized solutions. Legroom is meant for legs, not bags!

Fokker Services is a global Centre of Excellence for cabin structures and cabin equipment. Certified Design, Manufacturing, Maintenance and Refurbishment all under one roof.

Built from a legendary aviation background, Fokker Services knows what it takes to keep up with passenger’s expectations. Affordable, flexible solutions of high quality and smart design. We combine world class operational excellence and innovative technology with customer centered flexibility to create true and permanent added value.

Get the best support with personal attention, let the creative team at Fokker put you above the rest!

Our cabin doghouse is just one example of innovative design. Fitting in tight spaces behind seat rows, it helps to make more space available in the overhead bins.

Many doghouses have been produced for a variety of aircraft types, with its basic design easily adaptable to your specific requirements.
Multi-purpose
the doghouse can be used to stow:
› OXYGEN BOTTLES
› FIRST AID KITS
› MAGAZINES
› DISABILITY EQUIPMENT
› EXCESS LUGGAGE

Direct Customer Benefits
A module based design allows easy customization without heavy certification impact, long lead-times and excessive cost. This is a stand-alone solution, no impact on aircraft structure and easily removable. The kit comes complete with an Engineering Bulletin, manuals and EASA Part 21G release. It can be part of a cabin refurbishment or reconfiguration, for which Fokker has all capabilities in-house. The doghouses are available in an unlimited variety of colours and decorations.

Spares supply and maintenance are supported by our state-of-the-art web-portal (www.myaircraftfleet.com) and global logistics network in the America’s, EMEA and Asia.